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Abstract: The limits of space travel are continuously evolving, and this creates increasingly extreme
challenges for the crew’s health that must be addressed by the scientific community. Long-term
exposure to micro-gravity, during orbital flights, contributes to muscle strength degradation and
increases bone density loss. In recent years, several exercise devices have been developed to coun-
teract the negative health effects of zero-gravity on astronauts. However, the relatively large size of
these devices, the need for a dedicated space and the exercise time-frame for each astronaut, does not
make these devices the best choice for future long range exploration missions. This paper presents a
quasi-passive exosuit to provide muscle training using a small, portable, proprioceptive device. The
exosuit promotes continuous exercise, by resisting the user’s motion, during routine all-day activity.
This study assesses the effectiveness of the resistive exosuit by evaluating its effects on muscular
endurance during a terrestrial walking task. The experimental assessment on biceps femoris and
vastus lateralis, shows a mean increase in muscular activation of about 97.8% during five repetitions
of 3 min walking task at 3 km/h. The power frequency analysis shows an increase in muscular
fatigue with a reduction of EMG median frequency of about 15.4% for the studied muscles.

Keywords: resistive exoskeleton; exosuit; robotic wearable device; quasi-passive actuation;
micro-gravity countermeasure

1. Introduction

Bone density loss and muscular atrophy are an inevitable outcome of exposure to
micro-gravity [1–4]. The average rate of bone loss is about 2.5% per month in at least
one skeletal site [5]. This is very significantly higher than the bone density loss due to
osteoporosis. In addition to bone density loss, muscle atrophy is also of great concern
during spaceflights. Fitts et al. [6] have observed muscle strength reductions of up to 30%
during extended space activities, with an exponential decay related to the duration of the
flight [7]. Many countermeasures have been evaluated during flights, and in recent years,
promising results have been shown [8]. Pharmaceutical countermeasures, either alone or
in combination with exercise, show potential benefits [9]. Physical exercise has also been
tested in many forms over the past four decades of spaceflight. Typical exercise equipment
available on long duration space missions (Mir and Skylab) is mainly designed to promote
aerobic and muscular endurance and is based on Combined Operational Load Bearing
External Resistance Treadmills (COLBERT), Stationary Bikes, and elastic expanders such as
the Exer-Genie [10]. With the start of operations on the International Space Station (ISS),
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the interim Resistive Exercise Device (iRED) [11], and later in 2008, the Advanced Resistive
Exercise Device (ARED) [12] have been used as countermeasures to promote resistance
exercise and are used together with applied loads to simulate earth’s gravity. A recent study
that examined the effects of space flight coupled with exercise, showed promising results
on mitigation of micro-gravity side-effects without the use of pharmaceutical agents [8].

Although the use of exercise devices does provide promising results. The average time
spent doing the aerobic exercise while in space, with cycle egometer (CEVIS) and treadmill
(TVIS) is 120 min/wk and 160 min/wk respectively [13]. The cycle exercise generally
ranged between 100 and 150W (light to moderate effort activity), and the walking/running
activities on the treadmill were performed at an average speed of 3.0 to 9.0 km/h. Cycling
and walking/running activities generate a metabolic expenditure ranging from 2 METS
(3 km/h walking speed) to 8 METS (9 km/h walking speed) with 5.5 METS and 7 METS
for the 100 and 150 watts cycling activities respectively [14]. In spite of the positive
potential of these systems, undesirable side-effects are that the form-factors of these training
systems restrict the crew to a specific location within the station and require a large
vibration isolation system to minimize disturbances imparted into the spacecraft during
workouts [15]. Therefore, these concentrated exercises regimes require the crew to train in
isolation or semi-isolation for about an hour and half every two days in a dedicated training
room. Moreover, the lack of monitoring systems does not allow for real-time activity
feedback on specific physical parameters or muscle strength assessments, although this
would be very beneficial.

Wearable robotic device used as countermeasures for micro-gravity activities could
represent a solution to address several of these drawbacks in one single device as presented
in [15]. In the past decade, the use of exoskeletons has grown in several fields. The most
common such domain is rehabilitation, spanning from stationary exoskeletons, such as
the Lokomat [16] and LOPES [17], to mobile exoskeletons to provide assistance to para-
plegics when walking [18,19]. Recently, exosuits (soft exoskeletons), which form a new
generation of exoskeletons have been presented, [20–22], with ankles, knees or hips that
are supported by a soft or hybrid structure driven by active tendon connected actuation
systems. These exoskeletons use a soft wearable structure, which helps to reduce the bur-
den created by the assistive device. They address not only the degree of assistance but
also the usability/acceptance by end users. Within this paper, we explore the development
of the XoSoft exosuit, which represents a soft, modular, bio-mimetic and quasi-passive
exoskeleton to assist users with low to moderate mobility impairments such as the elderly,
post-stroke and partial spinal cord injury subjects, [23]. Quasi-passive actuators (QPA)
that rely on clutches, are used to modulate the forces generated by the passive elements
employed to store the mechanical energy. The authors have demonstrated in the latest
version of their soft wearable device; “XoSoft Gamma prototype” [24], the effectiveness
of the technology, where soft pneumatic QPAs [25] have been employed to modulate the
level of assistance throughout the gait cycle. This assistive device features a modular
and reconfigurable design of hips, knees and ankles actuators. The effectiveness of the
assistance provided by this exosuit in terms of improvements to rehabilitation parameters
has previously been proven [23,26,27], as has the comfort and acceptability [28,29].

The use of dedicated, comfortable exoskeletons that provide continuous physical train-
ing while performing normal activities, without the need to dedicate time and space to physi-
cal training, would be extremely beneficial for the crew and their wellness. The introduction
of such wearable devices will change the current physical training paradigm for all astro-
nauts. The concept developed in this paper is a functional exosuit with a comprehensive
suite of sensors, actuators and soft structures that takes into account both the exercise
requirements and long terms user comfort. This will permit continuous all-day training of
all body segments (e.g., forearm, shoulders, abdominals, upper and lower legs). The as-
tronauts will train their limbs, as they would under normal gravity on earth, without the
need to dedicate long portions of their day to maintaining health/fitness. Previous studies
have shown that a low-intensity resistance training with relatively tonic movement and
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a short rest period causes increases in muscular size and strength [30], and slow-speed
resistance training has also shown to effectively cause an increase in muscular strength [31].
In conclusion, prolonged continuous low- to moderate-intensity endurance type exercise
training is equally effective as continuous moderate- to high-intensity training in increas-
ing whole body and skeletal muscle oxidative capacity (main responsible for the muscle
regeneration process) [32].

The exosuit will be used during normal activity and it will be able to identify and
understand the user’s motion, generating resistance to the user’s limbs and simulating the
effects of gravity. To achieve these goals, the exosuit will employ novel, dedicated actuators,
sensor strategies and intelligence. The exosuit will also be equipped with wearable sensors
to monitor, locally and remotely, bio-signals needed to guide the user during daily activities.
Moreover, the transmission of this data to the ground support team will permit remote
monitoring and continuous checking of the crew’s health.

This work describes the conversion of the XoSoft Gamma exosuit, previously de-
veloped for terrestrial rehabilitation, to a resistive exosuit to provide countermeasures
for micro-gravity activities during medium/long space flights. These modifications and
enhancements introduce a number of application specific improvements: (i) bilateral knee
flexion and extension actuation units, (ii) a dedicated control strategy designed to generate
resistance while carrying out normal walking activity, (iii) assessment of the performance of
this control strategy, and (iv) a dedicated soft sensor strategy which is fully integrated and
validated. The system design and control strategy are illustrated in Section 2. Experiments
to assess the effect on muscle activation, of the sensing subsystems, and the overall resistive
device are conducted and presented in Section 3.

2. Materials and Methods

Currently astronauts spend an average of six months living, and working within their
spacecraft. Their activities consist of conducting sophisticated experiments using high
precision tools and equipment [33]. Beside their main work activities, physical training and
exercise forms a major, and vitally important portion of their waking hours. This training
activity is essential to counter the effects of long term exposure to zero or near zero gravity.
Muscle atrophy is of great concern during spaceflights, with muscle decline of up to
30% having been measured during extended flight durations. This muscle atrophy leads
directly to reduced peak force generation in all the limbs [6]. In order to maintain their
muscular tone, or at least reduce the muscular degradation rate, daily physical training
sessions lasting from two to four hours are required. The platforms needed for this exercise
are heavy and confined to specific areas onboard the spacecraft where they are mounted
on sophisticated supports to reduce the vibrations generated by the training activity.
Excessive vibrations might interfere with the spacecraft instrumentation and associated
measurements. Mitigation of micro-gravity side-effects, particularly muscle atrophy, could
benefit from the use of functional exosuits.

2.1. Wearable Device Requirements and Technology Overview

Any wearable device to enable continuous training has to be a light, comfortably and
suitable for whole day use. Exosuits are well suited to this role since they offer comfort and
usability, in a soft garment with a not rigid mechanical design that allows easy integration
within the clothing typically worn by astronauts. The exosuit can also be intelligent;
recognizing limb motions and consequently controlling, where and how, the modulated
forces have to be delivered to generate the resistance needed by the target body segments.
The resistance must be provided by actuators with high autonomy and very low power
consumption, thus the selection and design of the particular mechanisms or actuation
methods is critical. As the system will be used in a micro-gravity environment, sensors
and control must be developed considering that normal earth-based signals such as the
gravity vector and the earth’s polarity are not available.
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2.1.1. Exoskeleton Structure and Actuation Strategy

For exosuits, traditional hard, rigid actuators are not suitable and new softer, more
flexible actuation solutions are required. The development of exoskeletons using soft
materials is an innovative field with many potential applications [34–36]. In 2007, Caldwell
et al., proposed an innovative approach based on the use of soft, inherently compliant,
pneumatic muscle-like actuators [37]. Later other researchers employed cable driven
actuation [38,39]. In recent work, soft clutches have been identified as a promising option
for human-robot interaction and soft robotics. Current research on soft actuators aims
to develop clutches, brakes, dampers and devices based on technology such as: specific
phase change materials [40–42]; friction-based mechanisms [43,44]; granular jamming [45];
cable tensioning [46,47]; and pneumatic actuators [48]. Vacuum-controlled jamming (either
particles or layers) is a highly promising and suitable technology that has found a number
of uses within the robotics community [45,49–54].

2.1.2. Sensing Strategy

As with actuators, the sensing technology developed for exosuits needs to be soft
and compliant, while still retaining the accuracy, reliability and robustness of conventional
approaches. Many different types of sensors and technologies have been used in wearable
systems and robotic exoskeletons [22,23,55]. Typically, mechanical sensors are used to mon-
itor the position, velocity, and the torque of the human joints (i.e., elbow, knee, ankle, etc.)
in addition to ground reaction forces, but in soft exoskeletons the sensing elements cannot
be made of rigid materials. Thus, alternative sensing mechanisms should be considered.
In particular, for the detection of joint movements, a possible solution is the measurement
of the strain in the garment worn by the user. The strain variations can be correlated with
the joint angles by means of specific algorithms. Soft strain sensors can respond to the
externally applied stimulus (e.g., from joint movement) by exploiting different mecha-
nisms, depending on the materials, micro/nanostructures, and fabrication process [56].
Traditional strain sensors are based on electrical resistance variation, arising from geomet-
rical effects and the piezoresistivity of the materials themselves. Many of the approaches
used in these strain sensors come from the area of skin-like artificial tactile sensing where,
in addition to pressure, various mechanical parameters are retrieved e.g., tangential forces,
texture, and vibrations [57–59], to mimic human tactile capabilities. These approaches are
very influenced by the development of novel materials [58], device layouts [60], the study
of different physical principles [61,62], and their application in various promising scenarios
including the field of soft robotics [63]. From a transduction point of view, in addition
to (piezo)resistive-based sensors [64–66], capacitive [67–69], optical [70,71], and induc-
tive/magnetic [72–75] sensors have been demonstrated for wearable applications.

2.1.3. Control Architecture

One important and very specific feature of wearable robotics is the intrinsic interaction
between the human and the robot; Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). This interaction is
twofold: firstly, cognitive, because the human controls the robot that is providing the
feedback to the human; secondly, a physical or biomechanical interaction leading to the
application of controlled forces bidirectionally between the robot and the human [76].
The fact that a human is an integral part of the design is one of the most exciting aspects
in the design of biomimetic and biomechatronic wearable robots. It does, however, also
impose several restrictions, challenges and demands on the design of this type of de-
vice since it involves the cooperation of two dynamic control systems, i.e., human motor
control and robot control, in a closed loop system. Both systems must be able to adapt
to each other in order to stably achieve their common goal. The human-activity recog-
nition is required to understand what kind of action the user is performing. Recently,
researchers have proposed different automatic alternatives for activity recognition based
on Artificial Neural Networks [77], rule-based and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis al-
gorithms [78], Gaussian Mixture Models [79], gait segmentation based on triggering of
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mechanical sensors [24], online classification based on Support Vector Machine relying on
kinematic variables [80], EMG-based control methods [81–83] and model-based control
algorithms [84–86]. Each of these solutions are generically suitable but their use is strongly
dependent on the specific application.

2.2. Proof of Concept

The XoSoft Gamma prototype, Figure 1, was developed within the XoSoft European
project [87], and has been extensively demonstrated in [24]. The exosuit, which generates
assistive forces that are applied to the lower limbs, was developed as an open platform
for rehabilitation. It was designed using a User-Centred Design approach that emphasizes
testing and experience gained at each stage of the development/prototyping. The flexibility
of the systems (hardware and software), components and the design of the XoSoft Gamma
exosuit itself, gave it a very high degree of reconfigurability, and although initially designed
for rehabilitation it was easily modified to form a daily assistive device (or in the specific
case, as a resistive device), featuring high modularity and reconfigurability aspects also
in the control. The modularity, reconfigurability and capacity for repurposing inherent
in the design of the XoSoft exosuit means that it can support/resist actuation of different
joints (i.e., hips, knees and ankles), unilaterally or bilaterally, depending on the users’
needs. Moreover, the control strategy can be programmed to meet the demanded level
of assistance (or resistance) requested by the user. Finally, the XoSoft exosuit garment
is one-size-fits-all based on loose trousers (to allow a quick donning and doffing) with
webbing elements for the fixation to the body, and actuator attachments along the lower
limbs. These actuator attachments are used to install, on demand, the actuators on the
body segments. One of the main defining characteristics of the XoSoft exosuit is the
use of a quasi-passive actuation (QPA) principle. This means that the exosuit does not
assist the user through an actuator of any kind (electric motor, pneumatic/hydraulic
system, etc.), but rather uses passive elements that can store and release user generated
mechanical energy. This energy storage and controlled release is regulated by an active
component. The QPA has several advantages e.g., no need for a high-power actuation
system, energy efficiency (giving high movement autonomy), and finally suitability for use
in soft exoskeletons. The low-level controller developed for the pneumatic valves used to
regulate the actuators reduces the air consumption, increasing significantly the autonomy
of the system [24].

2.2.1. Exosuit Platform and Actuation Unit

The XoSoft exosuit has been iteratively developed to meet the safety critical require-
ments, and it is certified as class 1 medical device in conformity with the standard UNI
ISO 60601. The exosuit can control up to six pneumatic actuators and weighs only 4 kg
with a compact (200 × 400 × 150 mm) external backpack. The backpack includes a battery
(4 Ah and 24 V) that allows the system to run for 6 h continuously (continuous operation
of four active actuators, at a walking speed of 3 km/h). The system can, if required, be
equipped with a pressure tank to support completely untethered operation. This adds only
an additional 1.5 kg. Figure 1 shows the XoSoft Gamma exosuit, the actuator arrangement,
sensing integration, and the garment physical structure. In particular, Figure 1 shows the
arrangement of the four knee actuators, two coupled to the knee extension and two to the
knee flexion. This actuation configuration is employed specifically for the assessment of
the proof of concept presented in this work. The main technological elements composing
this exosuit platform are presented in Figure 2, and some of the main characteristics are
summarized as follows:

• Quasi-Passive Actuation (QPA): is composed of a soft clutch (or textile based clutch [88]
and Elastic bands (EB). The soft clutch (SC) creates controlled storage and release of
energy. The EB stores the user generated mechanical energy.
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• Body Attachment: Body attachment is required to transmit the forces from the actua-
tors to the wearer’s body. The body attachments consist of shoulder straps, fixation
straps, belt, and actuation attachments.

• Wearable Sensors: Sensors are used as an input for the motion segmentation. Insole
sensors and two versions of knee angle displacement measuring sensors (details are
reported in Section 2.2.3) are employed.

Figure 1. The system overview of the XoSoft Gamma exosuit used during the experimental evaluation.
Written informed consent was obtained from the individual pictured in figure.

Figure 2. Overview of the system components and layout for the “XoSoft Gamma prototype”.
The following components form the experimental platform: (1) Xsens and BTS-EMG logging for
motion tracking sensors and EMG recording; (2) Logging controller for the exoskeleton state mea-
surement sensors; (3) Air supply; (4) Central processor; (5) Valve controller board; (6) Valves; (7) Soft
Clutches (SCs); (8) Shoe sensors; (9) IMUs; (10) Compressed air; (11) Vacuum lines; (12) CAN bus 1;
(13) CAN bus 2; (14) Wi-Fi network 1; (15) soft sensors; (16) CAN bus 3; (17) Elastic Bands (EBs).
Main hardware components of the exoskeleton are described in Section 2.2.1.
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The QPA is composed of an EB and the SC connected in series. The actuation principle
is based on modulation of a passive element (i.e., EB), which stores mechanical energy,
and an active element (i.e., SC), regulating the storage and release of this mechanical energy
between gait phases. QPA refers to any controllable element that cannot apply a non-
conservative, motive force [89]. The SC is based on a combination of granular and textile
jamming, with the electromagnetic clutch functionality mounted in series with the elastic
element [88]. From the functional point of view, this is equivalent to an electromagnetic
clutch mechanism, but it is soft, and directly mounted on the human joint without the
need for any dedicated transmission (e.g., bowden cables). From the wearability viewpoint,
the flexible nature of the pneumatic systems gives important advantages. The SC is a
variable stiffness actuator, which controlling vacuum it ensures a controllable increase in
the internal friction forces thanks to plastic grooves (while retaining the same volume),
to modify the linear stiffness of the element. When the vacuum is applied, the SC is engaged,
with the SC stiffness characteristic changing from elastic to rigid along the direction of
pull (the relative motion of the two sliding parallel structures is blocked). Once the SC
is engaged, any subsequent movement by the user causes elongation of the EB by the
normal motion of the limbs. This motion is the primary mechanism for the effective
transfer of mechanical energy between the user‘s limbs and the exoskeleton system. The EB
elongates, storing mechanical energy, during part of the gait cycle, and then, at the end
of the elongation, it releases mechanical energy back to the user in a controlled manner
during its contraction. The EBs selected for the current proof of concept have the following
characteristics: EB material: latex; Nominal stiffness: 0.5 N/%; EB L0: 25 mm. The EBs
stiffness characteristic is governed by a third order function of elongation percentage as in:

fk(αk) = a3∆L3
k + a2∆L2

k + a1∆Lk (1)

with a3 = 3.66 ∗ 10−6, a2 = −0.002 and a1 = 0.565. Details of the EB design, setup,
calibration and usage on the Xosoft prototype, are reported in [24]. The forces generated
by the EBs are a direct function of its elongation. The torque generated on the assisted joint
is proportional to the EB’s force, fk as shown in Equation (2).

τk = Rk(αk) fk = Rk(αk)KEB(∆LEB
k ) (2)

The torque provided by the actuation system is strongly influenced by the moment
arm Rk(αk) subtended by the cord Lk, and by the cord elongation ∆Lk. The cord elongation
is completely supported by the EB, whereas the Rk(αk), function of the joint angle is
expressed as in Equation (3).

Rk(αk) =

rk if αk is < 0
L
′
k L
′′
k

Lk(αk)
sin(βk) if αk is ≥ 0

(3)

For further details see [24].

2.2.2. Control Strategy

To control the QPA and the XoSoft exosuit, the main information required is the gait
phase, since the clutches have two states (engaged and disengaged) that typically occur
once per cycle. Consequently, the core of the control system can be a state machine that
keeps track of the gait of the user. The gait cycle (time between two consecutive hell-ground
contacts, heel strikes, of the same lower limb) consists in two main phases: (i) stance phase,
that is the time between the heel strike of the foot and the toe off (from 0% to about 60%);
and (ii) swing phase, time between the toe off and its consecutive heel strike (from about
60% to 100%). The transition between these phases is marked by the heel-strike and by
the toe-off respectively. This of course, would not occur in space. To further refine this
segmentation of the gait cycle, it is common to consider up to six events [90]. By fusing
the sensor outputs from the ground contacts and knee angles, in real-time, the system
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segments the gait cycle to identify different events such as: heel strike (HS), flat foot (FlF),
front foot (FrF), toe off (TO), positive speed inflection (PSI) and negative speed inflection
(NSI). Using sensory data and sequencing, the specific control signals can be applied to
provide the required assistance and actuator action. Once the gait has been segmented,
it is possible to program the engagement and disengagement of the clutches by selecting
the gait cycle percentage. The control strategy for the XoSoft exosuit can be selected
based on the required resistance to be provided to the specific muscle and task. Figure 3
shows a gait cycle, corresponding segmentation and engage/disengage events. Key events
during this cycle include: the interval during which the front knee actuation is engaged
(QPAkneeFlexion), which generates a resistive torque at the knee during flexion, and the rear
knee actuation (QPAkneeExtension) phase, which generates resistance at the knee joint during
extension. QPAkneeFlexion is actuated between the 5% and 70% of the gait cycle, while
(QPAkneeExtension) is operational between the 60% and 100% of the gait cycle. The choice
of these particular values is due to the angular displacement that the knee covers during
walking. In particular, the maximum value of the knee angle is reached at mid swing (as
shown in Section 3.2.3) and since the EB elongation is a function of the joint angle, the initial
or final engagement instants of both actuators are aligned with the mid swing point.

Figure 3. Control flow of the finite state machine (FSM), in which the events (heel strike, flat foot,
front foot, toe off, positive speed inflection and negative speed inflection) determining the state
changes are reported.

2.2.3. Soft Sensors Technology

As a lower limb assistive device targeted at applications in locomotion and mobility, it
is important that the XoSoft exosuit can identify different events during the cyclic motion.
Although the ultimate application aims to generate resistance for limbs in the zero-gravity
of a space craft or low gravity planetary missions, this system will initially be tested on
earth, thus the device will rely on contact with the ground. To achieve this, the XoSoft
exosuit has a sensorized insole with pressure sensors in strategic places: (i) a rear sensor
placed approximately under the heel, (ii) middle sensors placed between the heel and the
toes, and (iii) a front sensor placed at the tip of the toes. These sensors are commercial
Force Sensing Resistors, which measure the contact force transmitted through their surface.
They are integrated into a custom made silicon insole that can be used in any shoe either on
or off-planet. To capture the gait events, only a binary on/off signal is required and this can
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be extracted with a simple threshold operation. The insole sensors provide the following
signals to be used for gait segmentation: heel pressure signal (HS), outside insole pressure
signal (OS), inside insole pressure signal (IS), toe pressure signal (TS). The measurement
of the real-time derivative of knee angular displacement (KAD) for both knees, allows
the system to segment the gait cycle identifying six different events as mentioned above:
HS, FlF, FrF, TO, PSI and NSI. Using this sensory data and sequencing, the specific control
signals can be generated to provide the required resistance and actuator actions during
the cycle.

Soft sensors: The prototype used for this proof of concept integrates sensorized soft
modules to measure angular displacement at the knees using soft capacitive strain sensors [91].
A three-electrode configuration incorporating micro-coaxial cables was used to shield the
sensors from proximity effects and avoid parasitic capacitances. Conductive textiles and non-
conductive silicone elastomers were used, because of their excellent mechanical properties in
terms of stretchability, flexibility and compliance. They also bond effectively in the multilayer
three-electrode structure, while providing conformability to the garment in which they are
integrated. The electrodes are made from Electrolycra (Mindsets Online, Middlesex University,
London, UK) a stretchable conductive textile made from silver plated nylon and elastic fibres.
Ecoflex® silicone elastomer (Ecoflex 00-10, Smooth-On Inc., Macungie, PA, USA) was selected
for the dielectric layers of the shielded capacitor. To provide data on the knee bending
movements, three strain sensors were embedded in a commercial elastic knee brace (shown
in Figure 4A,B [91]). They are rectangular in shape, with the longest side parallel to the
sagittal axis, since the largest strain occurs in the sagittal axis direction. More specifically, one
sensor is positioned over the patella while the other two sensors are placed on either side
of the kneecap. Each sensor has an active sensing area of 162 mm2. Since these capacitive
elements are also sensitive to applied pressure, the integration of three sensors allows the
simultaneous discrimination between strain (due to the bending of the knee) and pressure
(due to accidental contact of one sensor with the surroundings). During usage the kneepad is
worn in contact with the skin, under the exosuit, to directly measure the strain induced by the
bending of the knee. A typical raw output during normal walking is shown in Figure 4C.

Figure 4. Sensing kneepad integrated into the XoSoft exosuit prototype. (A) Schematics of the
sensorized kneepad with three embedded capacitive strain sensors. (B) Kneepad with sensors
covered by textile patches and with coaxial cables embedded in an elastic sleeve. (C) Raw soft sensor
outputs during normal walking tests.

IMU-based Strategy: To estimate the knee angle and velocity, it is also possible to use
a combination of two IMUs placed on each shank and thigh respectively as demonstrated
in [24,92]. The magnetometers, embedded into the IMU, are very sensitive to electromag-
netic noise, and provide low reliability in any scenarios where electromagnetic materials are
located [93]. For this reason, the knee angle measurements rely only on accelerometer and
gyroscope outputs [94]. We assume that the knee is a perfect revolute joint, whose rotation
axis is perpendicular to the sagittal plane (shown in Figure 5), however, this assumption
that the knee can be modelled as a perfect revolute joint introduces an important constraint
for the algorithm. Base on this assumption, the movement of the linked bodies is a rotation
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around the joint axis. Consequently, the coordinates of the joint axis, expressed in their
local frames, are different for each IMU although they are constant in time [95].

Figure 5. Arbitrary IMU orientation. T1 and T2 indicate the local frames of IMU1 and
IMU2, respectively.

The knee angle is subsequently computed by assuming that the rotation axis of the
knee joint is invariant with respect to the local frame of the IMUs. This implies that, if k1
represents a unitary vector in the direction of the knee rotation axis in the local frame 1,
and k2 represents the same unitary vector in the local frame 2, the knee joint angular
velocity at time k, θ̇neek, can be computed as follows

θ̇kneek
= ωT

1kK1 −ωT
2kK2 (4)

where ω1k and ω2k are the angular velocities of bodies 1 and 2 measured by the corre-
sponding IMUs at time k. Then, the knee angle θknee at time k can be obtained from the
linear approximation

θkneek
= θkneek−1

+ θ̇kneek
∆h (5)

Equation (4) requires knowledge of the local coordinates of the k1 and k2 vectors.
Then, the spheroidal coordinates of these vectors (k1, k2) are computed using Newton’s
method which minimizes the error vector [95]. Vectors k1 and k2 (with unitary modules),
expressed using spheroidal coordinates, can be iteratively computed using Newton’s
method to minimize the error vector. This method used to estimate the relative angle
between two IMUs is known Least Square method (LSQ). A significant problem with
integration, however, is that inaccuracies inherent in the measurements quickly accumulate
and rapidly degrade the accuracy [96]. To improve the knee angle tracking, the algorithm
incorporates: sensor random drift models, prior knowledge of the physical constraints and
human natural range of motion, and zero-velocity updates. This gives better joint angle
estimates and mitigates the effect of sensor drift on the estimated heading angles during
long periods of movement. Due to the difficulties, for the LSQ method, to mitigate with
a running calibration phase the drift, biases and noise, an extended Kalman filter (EKF)
based method is required. Although the development of the EKF is beyond the scope of
this work, the main equations are reported for completeness. The nonlinear state-space
discrete form representation of the process and measurement models are expressed by

xk+1 = f(xk, uk, k) + wk
zk = h(xk, k) + vk

(6)

where x , u and z are the state, control and measurement vectors and w ∼ N(0, Q) and
v ∼ N(0, R) represent uncorrelated Gaussian processes with zero mean and covariance
matrices, Q and R. By introducing process noise (x̃) the state vector error is x̃ = x− x̂,
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where x̂ is the nominal state vector. The state vector for the knee angle, which includes
the noise and sensor measurement characteristics. For further details [94] can be used
as reference.

3. Experimental Evaluation
3.1. Subsystems Validation
3.1.1. Lab Validation of the Soft Sensor Technology

The main objective of this validation is to insert the soft sensors in the control loop of
the exosuit and, in particular, to use the information provided by them during the swing
phase. It can be observed that, compared to previous versions, the signal amplitude is
much higher, and the swing phase can also be easily recognized from raw data.

During these trials, the whole XoSoft Gamma exosuit was worn by a healthy subject
who walked on a treadmill for 5 min at constant speed of 3 km/h (0.8 m/s). During the
tests, motion capture was assessed using the MTw Awinda 3D human wireless tracker
(Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands), which was used in parallel with the soft sensor to
capture the joint movements and act as a reference. Figure 6A shows the soft sensor
output and the corresponding bending angle measured by the Xsens system (shown in
Figure 6B) in a 30-s time window. These data demonstrate a clear correlation between
the two signals of the knee angle estimated by both technologies (shown in Figure 6C).
Moreover, the system is able to detect both swing and stance knee angle trends. The root
mean square error (RMSE) between the reference signal (Xsens) and the estimated angle
(soft sensing) is around 3.1◦ ± 1.2◦.

Figure 6. (A) Soft sensor output. (B) Knee angle measured by the XSens system. (C) Comparison
between soft sensors (blue solid line) and XSens system (red solid line), using a linear combination
for fitting the knee angle.

Based on these results, we concluded that the soft sensing system is suitable for use
in the control loop of the exosuit, and that it is able to measure the knee bending angle
with accuracy that is broadly comparable to commercial tracking systems, but requires low
computational effort and is more portable.
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3.1.2. Lab Validation of IMUs Sensor Technology

The IMU-based knee angle measurement system has been assessed with a healthy
subject walking on a treadmill (3 km/h) and compared against an orthosis equipped with
a potentiometer to extract knee angle references [94]. The IMUs were directly mounted on
the user’s legs and both algorithms (i.e., LSQ and EKF) were run in real-time. Figure 7A,B,
show taht the EKF gives very good angle estimate, removing at the same time the drift
from the signal. The estimation of the RMSE of the LSQ algorithm is 7.5◦ ± 1.8◦ after the
removal of the drift with the use of the Matlab detrend function. The estimated drift has
a linear rate of 0.65◦/s (after 100 s the measurement is off by about 65◦). The absolute
error of the EKF based estimation is 5.6◦ ± 5◦ with no drift. During these experiments,
the magnitude of the angles measured with the potentiometer differ from those computed
with the IMUs. This difference is due to the relative movement between the leg and the
exosuit because of the flexibility of the attachments. In conclusion, even if the error is not
very low (5◦ error over a maximum range of motion (RoM) of about 50◦), the EKF based
algorithm allow the use of the IMU technology for the specific scope.

Figure 7. Knee rotation angle by means of the LSQ algorithm (A) and Extended Kalman filter
algorithm (B) using the IMUs located on the leg with parallel orientations.

3.2. Overall Assessment
3.2.1. Experimental Protocol

One healthy subject (male, 30 years old, 1.7 m tall, 70 kg) was recruited in the study.
These tests were conducted in a controlled laboratory environment compliant with the
experimental protocol approved by the Ethics Committee of Liguria, Italy (protocol num-
ber: 001/2019). The subject performed five couples of walking tasks wearing the Xosoft
Gamma exosuit (described in Section 2.2) and without wearing it (reference condition).
Before starting to walk on a treadmill, the subject performed isometric maximal voluntary
contraction (MVC) three times for each investigated muscle, according to SENIAM recom-
mendations (Hermens et al. 2000). The order of each walking tasks conditions (with and
without the exosuit) was chosen randomly for each of the five testing days, a short period
to recover from fatigue was taken between each consecutive run. The walking tests were
conducted on a treadmill at a constant speed of 3 km/h (0.8 m/s) for a total duration of
three minutes in each instance.

During each test, the participant’s fully-body kinematics, lower limb surface elec-
tromyography (EMG) and the exosuit’s on-board sensors were recorded. The data from the
three sensors (kinematic data , EMG data and exosuit’s data) were synchronized. An Xsens
wearable motion tracking system was used (MTw Awinda 3D Wireless Motion Tracker,
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Xsens Technologies B.V. Enschede, The Netherlands) at a sampling rate of 100 Hz to ac-
quire full-body kinematics. An 8-channel Wi-Fi transmission surface electromyograph
(FreeEMG300 System, BTS, Milan, Italy) was used to acquire the surface myoelectric signals
at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. After skin preparation, bipolar Ag/AgCl surface electrodes
(diameter 2 cm), prepared with electroconductive gel, were placed over the muscle belly in
the direction of the muscle fibers (distance of 2 cm between the centres of the electrodes)
according to the European recommendations for surface electromyography [97] and the
atlas of muscle innervation zones [98]. Four bipolar electrodes were placed bilaterally on
the vastus lateralis (VL) and the biceps femoris (BF) because of their role as knee extensors
and flexors, respectively. More in detail, both on left and right lower limbs, the probes
on VL, deputy for the knee extension, were placed at 2/3 on the line from the anterior
spina iliaca superior to the lateral side of the patella, while the electrodes on BF, which
is responsible for flexion and lateral rotation of the knee joint, were placed at 50% on the
line between the ischial tuberosity and the lateral epicondyle of the tibia as specified in the
SENIAM’s Recommended sensor placement procedure [99].

3.2.2. EMG Data Analysis

Data were processed using MATLAB software (MATLAB 9.7.0, MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA). The raw EMG signals were band-pass filtered using a zero-lag third order
Butterworth filter (20–450 Hz), rectified, and low-pass filtered with a zero-lag fourth order
Butterworth filter (10 Hz). The time scale was normalized by interpolating individual
gait cycles over 1200 points. Then, the EMG signal from each muscle was normalized
to the MVC peak value across all trials. We considered 234 gait cycles for each session
(with/without the exosuit).

To investigate the effect of the exosuit on muscle fatigue, the co-activation, the root
mean square (RMS) and the mean frequency (MF) of the power spectrum of the EMG
signals were calculated. For each stride, the co-activation has been evaluated through the
time varying multi muscle co-activation function (TMCf), which was assessed between the
knee antagonist muscles using the following formula proposed by [100]:

TMC f (d(i), i) =
(

1− 1
1 + exp(−12(d(i)− 0.5))

) (
M
∑

m=1
EMGm(i)/M)2

maxm=1...M[EMGm(i)]
(7)

where M is the number of considered muscles, EMGm(i) is the i-th sample of the EMG
value of the mth muscle, d(i) is the mean of the differences between muscles signals at
sample i:

d(i) =

M
∑

m=1

M
∑

n=m+1
|EMGm(i)− EMGn(i)|

M!/(2!(M− 2)!)
(8)

This method provides a sample-by-sample estimate of the relative activation of the
pair of muscles. With the use of this equation, high co-contraction values represent a high
level of activation of both muscles across a large time interval, while low co-contraction
values indicate either low level activation of one muscle along with low-level activation
of the other muscle in the pair [100]. To have a global measure of the coactivity level as a
co-activation index (CI), the TMCf was then averaged over the entire stride cycle (i = 1:N,
where N is the number of samples per stride, 1200 samples). For each stride, the RMS was
computed over the interval ranging from 5% to 70% of the gait cycle for the VL muscle and
from 60% to 100% of the stride cycle for the BF and over the entire gait cycle, according to
the following formula:

RMS =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

EMG2
i (9)
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where EMGi is the value of the i-th sample of the envelope of each muscle and N is the
number of samples of each interval. For each muscle and each stride, the MF was computed
as the ratio between the spectral moments of order 1 and 0 [101,102]:

MF =

∫ t2
t1

f PSD( f )δ f∫ t2
t1

PSD( f )δ f
(10)

where t1 and t2 are the initial and final instants of each stride, PSD( f ) is the power
spectrum density of the EMG signal, and f is the frequency.

The statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 20.0 software (IBM). p-values <
0.05 were considered statistically significant. We used the Shapiro-Wilk test [103] to verify
that the data was from a normal distribution, then we applied a parametric paired t-test to
detect any significant differences in the CI and in the RMS and MF for each muscle between
an average of 230 strides for each test repetitions in the condition in which the subject was
not wearing the exosuit and same number of strides was considered when the subject was
wearing it. A priori power analysis using the G*Power computer program [104] indicated
that a total sample of 54 strides would be enough to detect medium effects (d = 0.5) with
95% power using a paired t-test between means with α = 0.05.

3.2.3. Kinematic Assessment Results

Joint angles were calculated, and displayed as in Figure 8A, based on the standards
defined by the International Society of Biomechanics [105]. All kinematic data were
plotted from 0% to 100% of gait cycle (0% = touch-down of heel, 100% = consecutive
touch-down of the same heel). The estimate of the effective assistance provided by each
actuator module (i.e., QPAkneeFlexion, QPAkneeExtension) worn by the subject is reported
in Figure 8B,C. As previously mentioned, the QPAkneeFlexion is activated between 5% and
70% of the gait cycle and the QPAkneeExtension is activated between 60% and 100% of the
gait cycle. The effective elongation and torque generated by each actuator is also a function
of the knee angle, thus, the final elongation trend starts later along the gait cycle with
respect to each engagement event (shown in Figure 8B,C). The final abrupt drop of the
torque is due to the system disengagement which is done deliberating to dissipate the
potential elastic energy. Figure 8A shows the knee angles, averaged between right and left
leg during the five walking tasks with (AngleExo), and without the exosuit (AngleNoExo).
The vertical line represents the toe off point for each cycle corresponding with the swing
starting event. The figure shows how the exoskeleton modifies the trajectory of the knee
joint reducing both flexion (between 50–80% of gait cycle) and extension angles (between
80–100% of gait cycle), which is due to the effect of the resistive force generated by the
exosuit. Figure 8B,C represent the calculated torque and the elastic band elongation as
a function of the joint angle, based on the Equation (2) presented in Section 2.2.1 and
validated in [24]. The RoM without the exosuit is 54.6◦ ± 8.0◦, and with the exosuit it
is 44.0◦ ± 9.0◦, which corresponds to a reduction of 10.6◦. The Peak Knee Flexion (PKF)
angle in the sagittal is plane calculated as the maximum flexion angle within the gait cycle
and is 61.9◦ ± 5.3◦ without and 48.6◦ ± 4.7◦ with the exosuit. These results show that
the joint angle is affected by the use of the exosuit, in particular both RoM and PKF are
reduced. Physiologically, the knee flexion should be greater than 40◦ with a knee RoM
between 40◦ and 50◦, specifically a flexion less than 40◦ inadequately prepares the limb
for swing [106–108]. Although the reduction of both RoM and PKF are about 10◦ and 13◦

respectively, the user is still able to accomplish the walking task with no increase in the risk
of tripping due to the knee flexion reduction. In addition, the RoM remains large enough
to allow the exosuit to work properly.
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Figure 8. (A) Knee angle range wearing XoSoft and not wearing XoSoft. (B) Knee flexion resistive
torque and EB elongation generated by the XoSoft, and the gait portion when the QPAkneeFlexion is
engaged. (C) Knee extension resistive torque and EB elongation generated by the XoSoft, and the
gait portion when the QPAkneeExtension is engaged.

3.2.4. EMG Assessment Results

The t-test revealed a not significant difference in the Co-activation Index (CI) with
and without wearing the exosuit (t = −0.04, p = 0.295), as shown in Figure 9, (both
values show a CI of 6.3%). Figure 9 shows the invariance of CI, which is a global index of
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muscle activation, providing a confirmation that walking with this resistive exosuit does
not provide significant modification of the walking pattern.

Figure 9. Mean (bars’ height) and standard deviation (vertical whiskers) of the co-activation index
without and with the exoskeleton. The horizontal line with the asterisk denotes a statistically
significant difference.

The RMS of both VL and BF, averaged over five tests with and without the exo-
suit showed a significant increase at the paired t-test (VL: t = −22.923, p < 0.001;
BF: t = −15.052, p < 0.001), while the MF showed a significant decrease at the paired
t-test (VL : t = 25.888, p < 0.001; BF : t = 12.723, p < 0.001). Figure 10 shows the mean,
over five tests of the RMS, SD and significant differences. Figure 11 illustrates the mean of
the MF signal (averaged over five repetitions), SD and significant differences.

Figure 10. (A) Biceps femoris activation with and without XoSoft. (B) Vastus lateralis activation
with and without XoSoft. (C) Biceps femoris RMS mean (bars’ height), standard deviation (vertical
whiskers) with and without the exoskeleton. (D) Vastus lateralis RMS mean (bars’ height), standard
deviation (vertical whiskers) with and without the exoskeleton. Both in panels (C,D), the horizontal
line with the asterisk denotes a statistically significant difference.
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Figure 11. (A) Biceps femoris MF interpolation with and without XoSoft. (B) Vastus lateralis MF
interpolation with and without XoSoft. (C) Biceps femoris MF mean (bars’ height), standard deviation
(vertical whiskers) with and without the exoskeleton. (D) Vastus lateralis MF mean (bars’ height),
standard deviation (vertical whiskers) with and without the exoskeleton. Both in panels (C,D) the
horizontal line with the asterisk denotes a statistically significant difference.

The EMG assessment results show that the use of the exosuit causes muscle fatigue
both in the BF and VL muscles. The increase in RMS reflects the rise in muscle activity
during the whole gait cycle, for both the BF and VL, when wearing the exosuit. This is
showed in Figure 10A,B. The RMS, computed over the entire stride for each muscle
while wearing the exosuit increases by 167.1%± 72.1% for the BF (from 20.8%± 12.2%
to 55.2% ± 13.9% of MVC), and by 28.4% ± 16.8% for the VL (from 25.8% ± 13.2% to
32.1%± 12 KF.9% of MVC). The difference in the increase of the RMS between the BF and
VL is attributed to the resistive effect of the exosuit, that offers contrary forces to the user
motion during both knee flexion and extension, thus, resulting in the need for greater effort
from the knee flexors and extensors muscle groups.

A further confirmation that the exosuit produces muscle fatigue comes from the power
spectrum analysis. Figure 11A shows the trend for the MF with the number of strides.
The MF of the BF, with the exosuit, is lower than the testing configuration without the
exosuit. In all configurations the trend of the MF is negative, thus, as the number of strides
increase, the MF further reduces. A similar behavior is for the the MF of the VL (shown
in Figure 11B), where as the subject continues walking, the MF decreases. The MF reduces
by 18.9% (from 98.4± 33.4 Hz to 79.8± 14.8 Hz) for the BF and by 11.9% for the VL (from
90.9± 8.6 Hz to 80.1± 10.9 Hz). This confirms that the main change in the EMG signal in
the frequency domain is the translation of the spectrum towards lower frequencies [109].
The difference in the rate of reduction of the MF for the BF and VL reinforces the previously
advanced hypothesis that this resistive exosuit, although fatiguing both BF and VL, requires
a greater effort on the extensor and flexor muscles.

4. Discussion & Limitations

The resistive exosuit presented and assessed in this work (results are summarized
in Table 1) is able to increase the muscular activity of both extensor and flexor muscles of
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the knees. The main goal of this work has been the quantification of the resistance generated
by the modular actuation (i.e., QPA) on a single joint in bilateral configuration (i.e., right
and left knee) during a simple and repetitive task (i.e., walking task). The study aimed,
thus, to show the increment of fatigue required to accomplish a standard cyclical task to
about its double value of muscular fatigue when accomplish terrestrial tasks. This could
be interpreted as the ability for the exosuit to recreate the same fatigue required by the
type of activities performed on land. The analysis and results on muscular activation and
power spectrum sustain the hypothesis. In particular, the mean muscular activation overall
increases of about an 97.8% of the MVC, while considering the mean of the two muscles
(BF 167.1%, and VL 28.4%). Transferring this consideration to absolute values, the resistive
exosuit can almost replicate the typical muscular effort generated during walking task
(the typical effort would be totally replicated with an overall muscular activation increment
of 100%).

The power spectrum analysis shows that, even if the walking task is not a demanding
task, therefore, muscle fatigue does not arise after 3 min, if the resistive exosuit is worn,
the user’s muscles perceive muscular fatigue. Although the short duration of the test, the
clear results show a reduced value of MFs for both muscles underlining that even for an
easy task (i.e., walking task), thanks to the exosuit, it turns into a more demanding task.
Indeed, an overall average of MF reduction for both muscles of about 15.4% (BF 18.9% and
VL 11.9%) is higher than what was demonstrated and assessed in [101], where the average
MF reduction obtained after 10 min running activity was 7.5% (5% for the soleus muscle and
10% for the gastrocnemius medialis). Dimitrov et al. [102] evaluated the maximum range
of MF reduction for set of muscles if subjected to high demanding task. They reported an
experimental assessment where knee-extension MVC was performed against 120 kg weight,
where the maximal change of median spectral frequency observed was 32% on rectus
femoris muscles. Thus, confirming that the exosuit, on earth, is able to intensify fatigue
by generating a muscular fatigue comparable to long-term running or physical exercise in
general. This result may imply that in a zero-gravity environment this exosuit could induce
a level of fatigue included between the fatigue of walking and running. Considering that,
the final target is to use the exosuit at micro-gravity as muscle degradation countermeasure
by modifying the training paradigm. These preliminary results start building evidence that
continuous training could substitute concentrate training as micro-gravity countermeasure
with potential equal benefits.

Table 1. Overall performance: comparison of modalities without the exoskeleton worn (NoExo) and
with the resistive exosuit (Exo).

Index NoExo Exo Difference

RoM 54.6◦ 44.6◦ −10◦

PKF 61.9◦ 48.6◦ −13.3◦

CI 6.3% 6.3% 0.0
RMS of VL 20.8% MVC 55.2% MVC 34.4% MVC
RMS of BF 25.8% MVC 32.1% MVC 7.3% MVC
MF of VL 98.4% 79.8% −18.6%
MF of BF 90.9% 80.1% −10.8%

The use of QPA, constituted by a passive element (i.e., EBs), which is the unique
fundamental element for the generation of resistive forces, and a clutch to modulate these
forces by engaging and disengaging such generation, allows the control and maximization
of these resistive forces. In particular, after the EB elongation due to the user’s joint motion,
the specific deactivation timing of the clutch prevents from the release of the mechanical
energy stored into the elongated EB (such behavior is shown in Figure 8B,C). In case
such mechanical energy would be released the exosuit would assist the user motion [24].
Moreover, the particular exosuit design (i.e., soft, light and modular) contributes to increase
the comfort and acceptability of the technology for a prolonged usage. Thus, the exosuit
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structure and actuation typology presented and assessed, constitutes a suitable solution for
a training exosuit as a countermeasure for side-effects due to long flight at micro-gravity.

Due to the encouraging results, the presented exosuit (XoSoft Gamma prototype) can
be a starting platform for developing suitable solutions for micro-gravity environments.
Presently, the main concern is about the clutch actuation which relies on both electric and
vacuum. The actuator technology should allow a very low power consumption to enable
long working time without the need to recharge batteries often. A low consumption single
supply clutch (e.g., electric powered) would be better for this typology of applications.
Regarding sensors, micro-gravity might affect some of them that would not work as
on Earth. In particular, the current Gamma prototype relies also on insole sensors and
IMUs. The astronauts would float in the space craft because of micro-gravity, then ground
force sensors are not suitable solution to control the exosuit. Similarly, the joint angle
measurement based on IMU technology and traditional algorithms are not reliable on
space since earth gravity vector is not perceived and earth magnetic field is reduced
in intensity and continuously changing due to the motion in orbit around the Earth.
Thus, specific IMU-based algorithms should be developed and assessed for working on
micro-gravity. In contrast, soft sensors, used also to measure joint angles, performed
very well and their operation is not affected by space environment features or required
sophisticated algorithms to enable their usage. Thus, allowing the use of soft sensors
without the need to adopt precautions. In conclusion, the current control strategy of the
Gamma prototype is specifically developed for walking tasks. The finite state machine and
gait segmentation allow the user to program the control of QPAs to produce assistance
or resistance accordingly with the cyclical gait motion execution. In space, the scenario is
completely different, since the astronauts do not have a characteristic cyclical pattern that
allow them to move from place to place and they fluctuate and help their motion within the
spacecraft by grabbing handles and pushing or pulling their self by using both arms and
legs. Thus, a specific control strategy must be developed for being suitable at micro-gravity.

5. Conclusions

We performed the assessment of the resistive exosuit with QPA and specific sensors
strategy during five repetitions of walking tasks by analyzing the effects on gait kinematics,
muscular activation and muscular fatigue. The subsystem and overall validations underline
that the actuation typology (QPA) and soft sensor technology perform well and are very
promising even if considering the challenge offered by the space environment. While a
statistically relevant study was outside the scope of this preliminary assessment study,
these results are very promising and point toward positive findings overall. The results of
this study, which underline an effective increase in both muscular activation and muscular
fatigue, confirm the ability of exosuit to significantly increase the muscular effort necessary
to perform simple cyclical and repetitive tasks. This implies that in zero gravity the same
swing of the knees may require a fatigue comparable to that required to walk on earth, thus
allowing the use of this device for continuous daily training in micro-gravity. In addition,
this study shows a further usage of the XoSoft platform, that apart from gait assistance, it
can be used as resistive device for training and physical exercise, particularly for medium
and long endurance spaceflights. This preliminary work will prompt further investigation
and development targeting the space community and related issues.

Further studies on the resistive exosuit will be conducted to validate the effectiveness
of the exosuit on different physical exercises. Further improvements to the exoskele-
ton will aim to develop a full-body exosuit able to training all the main muscle/joint
groupings, sensor solutions to measure a user’s angular joint, control strategies to ensure
suitable operations in a micro-gravity environment, and the development of a low energy
consumption QPA.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

EMG elettromiografia
COLBERT Combined Operational Load Bearing External Resistance Treadmills
ISS International Space Station
iRED interim Resistive Exercise Device
ARED Advanced Resistive Exercise Device
CEVIS cycle egometer
METS metabolic equivalent of task
QPA Quasi-passive Actuation
HRI Human-Robot Interaction
EB Elastic Band
SC Soft Clutch
HS heel strike
FlF flat foot
FrF front foot
TO toe off
PSI positive speed inflection
NSI negative speed inflection
HS heel pressure signal
OS outside insole pressure signal
IS inside insole pressure signal
TS toe pressure signal
KAD knee angular displacement
IMU inertial measurement unit
LSQ Least Square method
EKF extended kalman filter
RMSE root mean square error
MVC maximal voluntary contraction
BF biceps femoris
VL vastus lateralis
MF mean frequency
TMCf time varying multi muscle co-activation function
CI co-activation index
RoM range of motion
PKF Peak Knee Flexion
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